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White Paper | November 2014 
Traditionally, cable is used as the main carrier for the distribution of electrical energy at 
a Low Voltage (<1000V) level in a data center environment. But, as the demand on the 
distribution system in a datacenter has grown to 5000A and beyond, bus way has 
already proven itself as a very economic and viable alternative for cable in high current 
applications. In many data centers, bus way has already replaced cable for these high 
current connections. 
 
A full bus way critical power distribution design is the natural extension of this trend. 
These designs offer bus way 'all the way': from transformer to rack level, from genera-
tor to UPS. 
 
This White Paper uses an imaginary data center design to compare capital expenses of 
cable and bus way based critical power distribution systems. The comparison under-
lines that bus way is not only the economical viable alternative for large current appli-
cations, but can significantly reduce CapEx when implemented throughout the distri-
bution system. 
 
In addition to reduced cost, increased configuration flexibility, 'pay as you grow' op-
tions and minimal maintenance emerge as highly regarded side effects.  
 
 
Written by David Meulenbroeks 
Siemens Center of Competence Data Centers, The Netherlands. 
 
 

siemens.com/datacenters 

Bus Way vs. Cable:  
a CapEx comparison 
Positive economics characterize bus way based designs  
for Data Center critical power distribution 
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To objectively compare the CapEx for cable and bus way based designs in a data center environment, a comparable bus 
way and cable based model of a data center is drafted. The respective Single Line Diagram's of the electrical system are 
attached to this document (addendum I). The accompanying building lay-outs are also attached (addendum II). Alt-
hough not fully identical, the critical power path within the bus way and the cable based design is highly similar. 
 
The critical power electrical system is a fully redundant, Low Voltage distribution Tier 3-4 design. However, the design 
concept itself is hypothetical and beyond the context of this document. The design is solely serving as a recognizable 
platform to compare the Low Voltage electrical distribution concepts addressed in this White Paper. 
 
 
Design brief 
The general design starting points for the model data center are: 
 

• 2 MW IT-load 
• 250 Racks →   8 kW/rack 
• Rack dimensions 600x1100mm 
• PUE ≈ 1.3 
• Dual cord (230 / 400 VAC, PF = 0.9) servers only 
• Static UPS systems with load bank connection 
• IEC based 
• Fully maintainable design 
• Hot isle / Cold isle containment design 
• Down Flow Unit free plenum design → cooling system located above data room 

 
 
Scope 
The cable bus way comparison is limited to the critical power system only. Poperty, building construction, cooling system 
and other facilities are excluded from scope. The following components of the electrical system are independent from 
the usage of cable or bus way, therefore these are also excluded from the comparison: 
 

• High voltage distribution systems and cabling 
• Transformers 
• Generators 
• UPS-systems 
• Cooling system 
• Building (auxiliary) electrical system  

 
All remaining components belonging to the critical power electrical system are incorporated. 
 
The number, construction and sizing of switchgears in the distribution system differs for both solutions. Therefore, de-
livery and installation of the distribution boards is part of the comparison. 
 
 
Pricing 
The starting points for the price level used for the comparison are: 
 

• Cable delivery and installation is based on average price level of mayor electrical installation companies 
• Price level is of end 2012 
• Cable pricing is including cable trays and installation 
• Bus way pricing includes installation works 
• Cable / bus way / distribution board selection on basis of 35°C ambient temperature 
• Cable / bus way length estimated on basis of building layout in Annex 
• Green field installation environment 
• Aluminum bus way systems 

Design Starting Points 
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Description of the bus way based design 
Refer to the left hand side figure in both the Single Line Diagram (Addendum I) and the Building Layout (Addendum II) 
for the bus way based configuration. The reference numbers in red correspond to numbers between brackets in the text 
below. 
  
A 5000 A, 5 conductor bus way system (1) connects the Low Voltage side of the 3200 kVA utility grid transformer to the 
primary LV distribution board. The 3 MW backup generator also connects to the primary LV distribution board over a 
5000 A, 5 conductor bus way system (2). The generator and transformer interface to the bus way system over high cur-
rent braided copper straps to balance any mechanical movement or vibration. The primary LV distribution board func-
tions as short break rail. For maintenance and back up purposes it has a 4000 A, 5 conductor bus way connection (3) to 
the complementary, 'B' side, primary LV distribution board. 
 
The primary LV distribution board feeds into the 2500 kVA UPS-system and the 700 kW cooling system. Although the 
connection to and from the UPS system can realized using bus way, in this comparison a cable connection is assumed. As 
the distance between the primary LV distribution board and UPS-system is short, the financial significance hereof is 
negligible. 
 
Location and configuration of the cooling system largely depends on the type of cooling system selected. Therefore, the 
electrical connection to the cooling system is defined as a single 1250A feeder, with the distribution excluded. 
 
The UPS-system is equipped with an external 3000 A hardware bypass. Both feed into the no break distribution board. 
The latter is divided into two sections: one feeding into the load bank daisy chain (3000 A, 5 conductor) (4), the other 
feeding into the data room. This configuration allows for UPS test through the load bank, without interrupting distribu-
tion to the data room. 
  
A single 3000 A, 5 conductor bus way system (5) forwards the energy from the no break distribution broad to the data 
room. 
 
In the data room, the main bus way feeder is installed above head, over the full length of the corridor on the top side of 
the server rows. The main 'A' feed is installed on the left hand side and the 'B' feed on the right hand side of the data 
room in the figure. For maintenance purposes both the 'A' feed and the 'B' feed can be interlinked. 
 
Per server row, a 400A tap off box is placed on the main bus way feeders and connected into a 400 A sub distribution 
rail installed above the server racks (6). On the sub distribution rail tap off boxes with individually fused 3x 32 A/230 
VAC outgoing feeders to the individual server racks are installed. 
 
As the average server rack power consumption is 8 kW, PF = 0.9 and 230 VAC (= 38.6 A), per server rack two single 
phase 32 A feeders are foreseen. 
 
Obviously, the feeder system of the complementary 'B' feed to the server racks is identical to the above described 'A' 
feed. As dual cord servers are used, a total of 4 pieces of 32 A feeder per individual server rack are installed. 
 
 
Description of the cable based design 
Refer to the right hand side figure in both the Single Line Diagram and the Building Layout for the cable based configura-
tion. The reference numbers in red correspond to numbers between brackets in the text below. 
  
A 4×6×1-630mm2/Cu cable system (1) connects the Low Voltage side of the 3200 kVA utility grid transformer to the 
primary LV distribution board. The 3 MW backup generator also connects to the primary LV distribution board over a 
4×6×1-630mm2/Cu cable system (2). The primary LV distribution board functions as short break rail. For maintenance 
and back up purposes, it has a 4×7×1-630mm2/Cu cable connection (3) to the complementary 'B' side LV distribution 
board. 
 
The primary LV distribution board feeds into the 2500 kVA UPS-system and the 700 kW cooling system. 
 
Location and configuration of the cooling system largely depends on the type of cooling system selected. Therefore, the 
electrical connection to the cooling system is defined as a single 1250 A feeder, with the distribution excluded. 
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The UPS-system is equipped with an external 3000 A hardware bypass that both feed into the no break distribution 
board. The latter is divided into two sections: one feeding into the load bank daisy chain (4×4×1-630mm2/Cu) (4), the 
other feeding into the PDU in the data room. This configuration allows for UPS test through the load bank, without inter-
rupting distribution to the data room. 
 
Over a 4×4×1-630mm2/Cu cable (5), the no break distribution broad feeds into the PDU installed in the data room. The 
design incorporates a single PDU with a 3000 A incomer and 500 pieces of outgoing single phase 32 A feeders. For 
maintenance purposes both the 'A' feed PDU and the 'B' feed PDU can be interlinked over a 4×4×1-630mm2/Cu cable (5). 
 
Per PDU's two 32 A/230 VAC feeds run over a 1×3-6mm2/Cu cable to a switchable connection box installed above each 
server rack (6). As the average server rack power consumption is 8 kW, PF = 0.9 and 230 VAC (= 38.6A), per server rack 
two single phase 32A feeders / connection boxes are foreseen. 
 
Obviously, the feeder system of the complementary 'B' feed to the server racks is identical to the above described 'A' 
feed. As dual cord servers are used, a total of 4 pieces of 32A feeder per individual server rack are installed. 
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The results of the CapEx comparison between bus way and cable for the critical power distribution system in the Model 
data center are summed in the table below. The total CapEx of the bus way based system is the benchmark for the com-
parison. 
 

Overview CapEx comparison bus way vs cable of a Model Data Center 
 
  bus way based design cable based design 

Starting points:  
 Total IT load 2 MVA @ PF = 0,9 

 Data Room space 488 m2 
 Rack configuration 10 rows with each 25 server racks *) 
 Power density 4.1 kW/m2 or 8 kW/rack 

 Critical power qualification Tier 3 - 4 
   

Financials: **)  

 Primary LV + No Break distribution boards 33% 33% 
 PDU boards  12% 
 Main LV power distribution (1, 2, 3, 5) 22% 31% 

 Load Bank daisy chain (4) 6% 17% 
 Data Room distribution (6) 39% 64% 
    

 Total 100% 157% 

 
*) The bus way design alows for an 20 additional racks in the same data room space as the - for the cable design 

required - PDU's inside the data room can be omitted. 

**) Critical power distribution only, high voltage distribution, transformers, generators and UPS-systems excluded 
from comparison. 

  

CapEx comparison 
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The comparison between cable and bus way for critical power distribution in a data center supports the following con-
clusions: 
 

• The use of cable as the main electrical energy conductor in critical power distribution systems is close to 
60% more expensive that the usage of bus way for the same system. 

• The usage of bus way frees about 8% of the data room space, as traditional PDU systems are not re-
quired. 

 
Final remarks: 
 

• The financials substantiating this comparison are based on average price levels in the current global mar-
ket and are considered 'conservative'. However, regional price differences may be apparent and influence 
the results. 

• Variation in configuration of both Single Line and Building Layout may result in different financial ratios 
as described here. 

• With respect to the total data center investment, the critical power distribution system as defined in this 
document generally represents about 15% of the total data center CapEx. 

Conclusion 
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A Ampère 

CapEx Capital Expenses 

Cu  Copper (from Latin: Cuprum) 

IT Information Technology 

LV Low Voltage 

kW Kilo Watt (103 Watt) 

kVA Kilo Volt-Ampère (103 Volt-Ampère). Refers to apparent power 

m2 Meter squared (1meter × 1meter surface) 

mm Milimeter (10-3 meters) 

mm2 Milimeter squared (1milimeter × 1mlilimeter surface). Refers to cable cross-section 

MVA Mega Volt-Ampère (106 Volt-Ampère). Refers to apparent power 

MW Mega Watt (106 Watt) 

PDU Power Distribution Unit 

PF Power Factor 

PUE Power Unit Effciency 

UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply 

VAC Voltage Alternating Current (as apposed to VDC, Voltage Direct Current) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Acronyms and variables 
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Attachment I Model data center single line diagram 
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Attachment II Model data center building layout 
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